
                    AN UNIQUE RACE  
               AN UNIQUE COAST LINE 

 
A film about a physical and mental challenge of 43 km running along side the Atlantic Ocean, in one of 

the biggest sandy beaches in the world, located in the Portuguese coast, 50km far from Lisbon. 
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In Southern Portugal, 50 km far from Lisbon, there’s a territory of rare natural beauty, set on one of the coastlines in 
Europe, with the least man made intervention, where it is still possible to feel a primordial sense of freedom. The 
set for a race almost unique in the world, running for 43 km on sandy beaches along side the Atlantic Ocean. A 
challenge that requires: attitude, metal strength, preparation, training and sacrifice. The athletes challenge their 
own limits, confronting the distance and crossing for all of us, that incredible territory. But for the most of the 
athletes the challenge is just to reach the end. The film follows eight of them, of different origins and conditions, 
while the camera flies trough the infinite coastline where the race takes place…  
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DIRECTORS’ STATEMENT             Run as a metaphor to live and the race as a way to know a territory.  
 
From April to July 2011 we shot the race and the preparation of 8 of the athletes that we have chosen to follow. But we didn’t 
have a script. We just had the clear idea of the flight, as the inscription of our eyes in that territory and as a way to capture the 
infinitive sense of the horizon in that beach. It came clear, with the edition, that the flight along the coast, in the opposite 
direction of the race, would structure the film, as the visible line of the beach, from up there, structures the territory where the 
race takes place. While the camera flies to the starting point, the runners are presented in their living, work or training context.  
 
It was also very clear since the beginning that the interviews with each one of the athletes shouldn’t be filmed, but deliberately 
only audio recorded, to make them being concentrated in what they were saying and not about their own image. But mostly, as a 
strategy to achieve the main idea we had in mind: to full fill the impossibility of knowing what they think while they run, with 
their answers to our questions, overlapping the images taking to each one of them preparing for the challenge with their own 
words, as we were listening to their inner thoughts. More than interviews, those audio takes are like conversations, about the 
same themes, but in a different order, according to the empathy with each one of them.  
 
The marathon was also our big challenge. How to give it in the film? The answer came from the edition process. The initial 
suspense and invitation to travel with the camera, the sequence of the characters presentation and the growing tension of the 
flight progression, until the starting point, constructs the desire for watch the race and follow the runners along. As now we know 
them, we just want to see them running. 
 
The motivation to make this film was a conversation with a local old man. We were in is own restaurant and we have heard him 
telling to some people, that he had done twice the race. 43 km on the beach along side the Atlantic Ocean with an infinitive 
horizon. We didn’t know the race but we knew him, we knew that he has been living there since ever, that he is not quite a sports 
man and that he knew probably the all region. So we got very curious about his motivations and we asked: why, what for? He 
gave us an extraordinary answer: yes he was born there, he had work everywhere and knew every foot of that land, but he never 
had seen his territory in continuity. We were quite surprised that he felt the need to make it, to scan his memories in a timeline 
and finally to integrate in his body the distance that defines is own territory.  
 
Our final intention is to express, through the athletes experience, the relation between human and nature greatness in one of the 
last territories in Europe, where is still possible to feel the sense of a primordial freedom. A territory that probably will never be 
seen again as we saw it in 2011, now that it is under strong tourism pressure.  
 
We flew over the all region and continuously the 43 km of the beach where the race takes place. We also did partly the distance 
walking, but we can’t say that we have integrated that distance in our bodies, because we did it slowly and even slept at the 
beach to rest…but we can say, with no doubt, that we have impregnated our eyes and souls with it. And know we want to share 
that vision. We do hope that the film can call the world attention to the importance for preserving this natural richness.  
 
Carlos Gomes and Fran Lopez Reyes 
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FILM 1 69’ / FULL HD / 2011- 2014 / POR - ESP 
 
Directors and Editors CARLOS GOMES and FRAN LOPEZ REYES 
Photography MIGUEL ROBALO 
Executive Producer BÁRBARA VISEU 
Direct Sound RAQUEL JACINTO  
Sound Design SANTI ALBERT 
Sound Mixing VASCO PIMENTEL 
Original Music EL INTRUSO 
Credits and Poster Design JOANA LINDA 
Cast: ANALICE SILVA / CUSTÓDIO ANTÓNIO / ERMELINDO NUNES  
EUSÉBIO ROSA / JOAQUIM SEVERINO / JONATHAN MARTIN 
RUI DE FREITAS / VITOR PEREIRA  
 
 
 
 
 



UMA 

PRODUCTION NOTES 
 

We have started the production with a local “repérage”. We both visited the territory several times between March and July 
2011. We didn’t have an itinerary. Apart of being frequent visitors, we wanted to have a different approach to the territory and 
to the runners. We could have start contacting the organization but we didn’t. We wanted to make our own journey, and try to 
make the first contacts searching on our own. We went to the territory trying to find some of the local people that we knew 
they had run the marathon, not knowing who were they and where they were living.  
 
The first time we went together to Tróia Peninsula we have decided to take the car on the ferry, to filter our arrival and for the 
joy of crossing the river. Also we wanted to know better the southern-eastern bank of the river, on the other side of the 
Atlantic coastline, and to see the local airstrip we knew was there. It was a fortunate decision. Once arrived at the other side, 
we met a man that asked for a lift to Comporta. We told him about our intention of making a documentary on the Atlantic 
Ultra Marathon. He told us that his uncle had done it once and that he was living in Comporta too. He could take us to him. 
That’s how we met Joaquim Severino, the ex-prison guard.   
 
 

 

 
 
 
From this point on, we felt quite in the theme and the all-mythical atmosphere of the race. From one contact to another 
(Ermelindo was next) we went on meeting the athletes, one after another. More than the race itself, we are interested in their 
relation with that specific marathon and the territory where it takes place and how being a runner influenced their lives.  
 
And finally we met Eusébio Rosa. To meet him was not easy. First we had contact with the race organization, than with is 
coach and only after some weeks of insistence we had our first meeting with the winner of all the editions since he is able to 
run the UMA. He has also the impressive record of 2h45m done in 2012.  
 
The meeting with Eusébio was quite revealing and surprising. Eusébio is a very particular person, a kind of anti-hero, but a 
man with a full determination. His personality, his strongest concentration and his powerful running pace, made a huge 
contrast with his skinny body, his pitched voice and his particular way of conversation and humor.  Eusébio is a life 
champion. He has the hardest job of all the runners we met, but he has also the most disciplined attitude and the toughest 
training schedule. His winner character makes a huge contrast with his humility and low profile. To meet Eusébio and to have 
his special participation on the documentary was really determinant. The documemtary wouldn’t make sense without him 
although not being about him.  
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Severino was the best first meeting we could have expect, 
not only because he actually had done once the marathon, 
but especially because of his strong character and his 
special relation with that territory. He was for 30 years 
prison guard in the high security prison of Pinheiro da Cruz, 
located between Comporta and Melides. The prison is an 
anachronism is such a natural and idyllic territory. In that 
first meeting he told us about his all life histories and about 
his years as prison guard. We became friends. He also 
knew some of his old prison mates that were preparing 
themselves to run the UMA as well as Ermelindo Nunes a 
neighbor and a runner too. Severino was a kind of cicerone, 
introducing us the territory but from a particular and specific 
point of view. The next meeting with him was a transversal 
walk from Comporta to the sea crossing the bank dunes. 
That walk, as he ended up not running, became central in 
the edition, as the connection between both sides of the 
thinner area of the peninsula while he talks about is 
experience as a runner and about his particular relation with 
that territory. Later we also visited the prison with him, when 
we got the necessary authorization. 
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The documentary production and shooting was possible due a grant of the Portuguese Arts Funding for a larger project that 
comprises also a video installation and a website. The video installation has been travelling in many countries and festivals 
since the premiere in Festival Temps d’Images, Lisbon, November 2011: Bogotá, Mexico, Buenos Aires, Lima, Cusco and 
Camaguey in Cuba. Madrid, Milan, Rennes and Athens in Europe. In the pre-production and during the shooting we had the 
support of Duplacena team production. 
 
During the shooting periods we counted with logistical and some financial support from the race organization – the 
municipality of Grândola - and from Infratróia, the organization that manages Tróia infrastructures. The post-production was 
our own investment.  
 
The film was shot in two periods: 
 
June 17th to 20th, 2011– Ultra-light flights for filming the territory and the training of one of the athletes on the beach. We also 
did twenty of the forty-three km along the beach, searching for hot spots to shoot the race. 
 
July 1st to 17th, 2011 – Following 8 of the athletes in their trainings and daily lives and shooting the race on the last day. 
 
We shot the film with two 5DmarkII and one 7D, Canon Cameras. We have gathered about fifty hours of video and audio 
and eight hours of audio interviews with the athletes.  
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Carlos Gomes / Director. Born in 1969 in Barreiro, Portugal. Director, producer and video artist. Graduated as an 
Architect from the Universidade Técnica de Lisboa, in 1995. Co-founder, in 1996, of the Atelier M.G.C. Arquitectos. 
Master of Arts in Scenography from the Central Saint Martin’s College of Art and Design, London 2003, with a 
scholarship granted by the Portuguese Department of Culture. Studied Theater and Dance and was actor and 
dancer. Signed several set designs, namely for Clara Andermatt: “Uma História da Dúvida”, with première at the 
Festival “Mergulho no Futuro” – EXPO’98, “NeatNet”, in 2002, at Ballet Gulbenkian, and “Silêncio” in 2006, at Centro 
Cultural de Belém (CCB) in Lisbon. In September 2001 attended a multimedia workshop with the British artistic 
group “Igloo” at Fundação Gulbenkian, where he started developing his work in video. The final project of the 
Masters degree in London was “Third Nature”- a video installation for three screens. Between 2007 and 2009 
directed and produced the artistic project “People from the House – monitoring an architectural work”, that 
included an exhibition, a book, and a film, with the support of DGArtes (Portuguese Department of Culture). The 
film premiered at the festival DocLisboa in 2009. In 2012 he filmed and directed "SYRIA", a hybrid short film 
between documentary film and video art, which was part of the Portuguese selection in the 2012 edition of “Fuso 
Festival”. In 2013 he was the producer and curator of "Portugal - Diverse Perspectives on a Diverse Territory", a 
Portuguese documentary film exhibition as part of the official program of the “Portuguese Year in Brazil”. Recently 
he directed the videos for the exhibition commemorating 20 years of work of the Portuguese architectural studio 
ARX, presented in Centro Cultural de Belem. With Fran Lopez Reyes he directed UMA PROJECT, which resulted in a 
film documentary and a video installation. The video installation has been presented in Athens, Milan, Madrid, 
Camaguey-Cuba, Bogotá, Buenos Aires, México DF, Huelva, Lima and Cusco-Perú. He is now preparing his third 
documentary film: “ Al Mutamid, The Poet King of the Al Andalus” 
 
 

 
 
 
Fran López Reyes / Director. Born in 1977 in Huelva, Spain. Director and video artist.Studies Sociology at the 
Universidad de Granada, attends two stages at the Complutense University of Madrid and in Universidade Milano 
Bicocca, actively collaborated with Davide Ferrario and the professor Cristiano Mutti at the Laboratorio de 
Sociologia Visual. As director and holder of a scholarship, worked on a documentary project with the Museo della 
fotografía di Milano, about the public work of art “Salviamo la luna” by the renowned German artist Jochen Gerz, 
thereby becoming acquainted with the audiovisual direction and production techniques. Enlarges his knowledge as 
director of photography and film editor within the multidisciplinary group Trecelágrimas based on Madrid, where he 
cooperates with graphic artists, photographers and art directors. Presently works at Cires21, a company that 
develops audiovisual technologies. In parallel collaborates with several agencies, record labels, production 
companies, and public entities directing audiovisual projects of diverse nature. With Carlos he directed UMA 
PROJECT, which resulted in a film documentary and a video installation. The video installation has been presented 
in Athens, Milan, Madrid, Camaguey-Cuba, Bogotá, Buenos Aires, México DF, Huelva, Lima and Cusco-Perú.!
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Miguel Robalo / Photography Director is a talented expert in light for cinema. He attended the Cinema Course of 
the Lisbon School of Theatre and Cinema between 89/92 in the image area. In his professional experience as an 
image assistant, he participated in many long films with directors such as Manoel de Oliveira, João César Monteiro, 
Walter Salles Jr., Eric Barbier and Joaquim Sapinho, among others. In recent years he has been involved as 
photography director in documentary works as "Parto", "Gesto" and "A Parte Essencial" by Antonio Borges Correia, " 
Ultra Maratona Atlântica" by Carlos Gomes and Fran Lopez Reyes, "PT-ES " by Pedro Sena Nunes and "Gezo 
Marques" by Nuno Baltazar. He also made the photography for the short film "O Cheiro das velas” by Adriana 
Martins. 
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